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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Controls 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A      - Jump, After jumping press B to do a kick in midair. 

B      - Attack 

D-Pad  - Move up, down, left, and right. 

Start  - Changes weapon 

Select - Pauses game 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. Weapons
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fists   - Your default "weapon". Your punches are short range and do minimal 
          damage.  

Knife   - You can find these almost anywhere. When you pick it up you use it 
          once. It is a long distance weapon. 

Handgun - Slightly rarer to find then knives. A good long distant weapon that 
          does a lot of damage. Has limited ammo unless you use a cheat. Its a 
          default weapon. 

Grenade - Dropped by enemies only when they throw them at you. Walk over them 
          before they explode to pick them up. Then you can throw them back 
          at an enemy.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. Walkthrough 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.1 Level 1  
----------- 

3.11 Stage 1: The Park 

From the start move left and pick up the knife. Then go down to the bottom of  



the screen to pick up another knife. Move to the right and an enemy will junp  
of the roof of a cabin and two enemies will exit out of the cabin. Kill then  
and continue to the right. When you move in between two treestumps at the top  
of the screen three enemy soliders will drop down and attack. Kill them any w 
way you see fit and pick up their weapons. Continue to the right. Move right  
until two treestumps are at the top right of the screen. You will have to  
fight three kickboxer enemies. When they are killed continue going to the  
right. Keep moving left and defeating each solider that you come to thats on a 
platform. Once you reach another two platforms three kickboxer enemies will  
attack. Defeat them and three soliders will attack. With them killed go right  
until you come to another cabin with a kickboxer on the roof and two kickboxers 
will emerge from the cabin. Move past the cabin towards the cars and three  
soliders will come out of the cabin. Kill them and jump from car to car to get 
past them. When you reach a room at the end of the cars. Three Big Guys will  
attack. Kill them and three Kickboxer enemies will come out of the room and a 
helicopter will appear above. Take out that helicopter first by jumping onto  
the roof and then pressing attack while in midair to kick the helicopter. With 
the helicopter and kickboxers defeated continue to the right. When you reach a 
large clearing three kickboxers will come out of the previous room. Kill then  
and continue to the right. You will reach another cabin with a solider on the  
roof and two soliders will come from the cabin. Kill them and go past the cabin 
and three Big Guys will jump from the sky. Move to the right and Armed Guards 
will attack. There wil now be a big wall in your way. Go the bottom part of the 
wall and punch it to make a hole to the other side. Continue to the right and 
avoid the water. After moving into a large area another helicopter will appear. 
You can't kick it this time. Instead, the helicopter drops grenades. Pick them 
up before they explode and throw them back at the helicopter. You will have to  
jump and throw the grenade for it to hit the helicopter. Also be cautious of 
Armed Guards during the fight. After moving to the right three soldiers will 
attack. Beat them and continue your way to the right. When you reach a cabin 
three Kickboxer enemies will attack. After them three Big Guys will attack.  
After beating them punch out the wall at the part at the bottom to reveal a  
hole to jump through. In the next part you will have to fight another  
helicopter. This time you can either throw grenades at it or jump onto the 
boxes and kick it in midair. Keep moving to the right until you come to  
another van. Several Big Guys will come out and attack you while some will flee 
off of the screen. Once they are all gone or defeated the Purple Kickboxer will 
fight you. With him defeated continue to the right to go to the next stage. 

3.12 Stage 2: The Camp 

Move to the treestump at the top of the screen next to the wall. Jump onto the 
treestump and then jump onto the top of the wall and land on the other side.  
On the other side three soliders will attack you. Kill them and continue to the 
right until you come to two holes in the ground, one at the bottom of the  
screen and the other at the top. There are two soliders hiding in these holes 
that you will have to defeat. To defeat them dodge their gun fire until they 
throw a grenade. Quickly grab the grenade and position yourself so that when  
you throw the grenade it will land in the hole and killing the solider. Do this 
for both holes. When you move towards another hole a solider will drop down  
from above and an armed enemy will pop up from the hole to shot at you and  
throw grenades. Just follow the past tactic. Move past the hole and fight the 
three soliders until you come to a bridge. There are three armed guys on the 
bridge to deal with. When they are killed cross over the bridge to the other 
side. On the other side a helicopter will attack you. Again just follow past 
tactics to defeat it. Keep moving to the right until you come to a cabin with a 
satellite dish on the roof. Use the small ledge on the right side of the cabin 
to get onto the roof. Hit the satellite dish and jump down and go near the hole 
at the bottom of the screen. An Armed Guy will appear that you will have to 
defeat. He will not throw grenades at you so unequip your weapon and then jump  



and kick in the air to hit him whenever he appears. When he is defeated two Big 
Enemies will come out of the cabin. Keep going to the right until you come to 
another cabin with a satellite on the roof. There are also two Armed guys and 
a helicopter to deal with. Take out the helicopter first then the Guys. With 
no enemies left on screen destroy the satellite and continue to the right.  
Continue to the right fighting any enemies in your way until you come to a  
large, open area. Three soldiers will attack you. Kill them and three Armed 
Guys will attack you. Defeat them and continue on your way to the right. When 
you reach a cabin with a pink truck outside and a satellite on the cabin's roof 
a pink helicopter will attack. You will have to get onto the roof and do a kick 
in midair to damage the helicopter. With it defeated from out of the van come 
two Big Guys. Kill them and three Armed Guys will appear from the cabin. Defeat 
them and a Large Guy will come out of the van. With him defeated continue to 
the right to beat the stage. 

3.13 Stage 3: The Exhibition 

Move to the right and fight any Purple Guards you should come to. When you 
reach an elevator you will have to fight three Armed Guys. When they are  
defeated you will then have to fight two Big Guys who will come out of the 
elevator. Continue to the right until you can't move anymore. A new enemy will 
now attack you, Purple Solider. Kill him and continue going right. The next  
time you can't keep moving you will have to fight three Purple Guards. Every 
few screens some enemies will appear and begin to attack you. Defeat them to 
procede. When you  come to a screen where the walls have big holes in them 
you will have to fight three Blue Kickboxers. Go to the right and two Purple 
Soliders will attack. Keep fighting the enemies that appear on each screen.  
When you reach a part where there are three big gray towers at the bottom where 
there is a gap to allow access to the other side of the room is a hostage. Kill 
all the enemies that are around them and they will thank you for helping them.  
When you reach outside you will have to fight some purple helicopters again. 
When you reach the screen where there are weird boxes on the ground those are 
actually explosives. You will have to punch or shoot them to dismantle them. 
Just dont throw grenades at them or you will take heavy damage. In the next  
area another helicopter will attack you. To reach it you will have to use a  
small box on the ground next to the wall to jump onto the wall itself. Once on 
the wall attack that helicopter. With it defeated fight the enemies that appear 
from the van. With them all defeated its on to Level 2. 

3.2 Level 2 
----------- 

3.21 Stage 1: The Mall 

This level is fairly straight foward. From the start of the level there will be  
three Armed Guys. Two of them will be on stairs while one will be on the ground 
shooting at you. The other two will throw grenades from the stairs. I recommend 
you shoot at the guard walking around from the far left of screen in the bottom 
conrer so that you avoid some of the grenades. With the guard on the ground  
killed move to the top left corner and jump and shoot at the two guards on the 
steps. Continue to the right fighting enemies to advance. When you reach a  
second set of holes in the ground you will have to defeat the enemies in them 
before moving on. Just use the past tactic of picking up the grenades that they 
throw at you and then throw them right back at them. When you reach an outside 
area you will have to fight through several screens of enemies hiding in holes. 
Defeat them and continue going to the right till you reach a purple van. Defeat 
all of the Big Guys untill a Huge Guy appears from the van. Defeat him to move 
onto the next stage. 

3.22 Stage 2: The Gardens 



You will have to fight through several screens. Some of which have those oh so 
hard to kill enemies in holes. When you get to a screen with what appears to be 
a chimeny sticking out of the ground you will have to fight an Armed Guy, an 
enemy in a hole and an enemy will appear from out of the chimey. The only  
troublesome part is the enemy in the hole. You can easily shoot the enemy in  
the chimney when he pops up. With all the enemies defeated continue to the 
right. In the next part is similar to the previous screen with the chimey. In 
the oart following this one is a helicopter fight. Follow previous tactics on 
it and continue to the right. After going to the right for a few screens you 
encounter another helicopter. Destroy it and continue to the right.  In the  
next screen is a large body of water. If you fall into it you will die. There  
is a small path at the top of the screen at the edge of the building you can  
take to get across the water. On this path is a hostage. Shoot the enemy thats 
behind them to free them. Continue to the other side. Move over one section to 
fight another helicopter. Go up the stairs and jump and shoot at it to defeat 
it. After a few more screens you come to another purple van. Fight all the Big 
Guys that come from the van until two Purple Kickboxers attack. Defeat them and 
move onto the next stage.  

3.23 Stage 3: The Docks 

Move to the right until you come to a part of the ground full of holes. You 
will have to defeat all the enemies in the holes before moving on. With the 
enemies killed continue to the right and kill the two Big Guys on the screen 
and the mob that comes out of the small house. Go along the small path at the 
top of the screen to get by the water. When you reach the halfway point of the 
small ledge an enemy will fly onto the screen shooting at you. Jump up and  
attack him as he zooms by. With him killed continue to the right. Continue to  
the right fighting enemies as they appear and watching out for the enemies  
that fly by at the top of the screen. When you reach a boat you will have to  
jump onto it and follow the narrow hallway down to the right. After awhile you 
will reach some explosives. Pay attention to the flashing light on top of them 
and punch them when the light is pink to dismantle them. After the bombs you 
will have to fight three Purple Kickboxers. Defeat them to beat the level. 

3.3 Level 3 
----------- 

3.31 Stage 1: Downtown 

This level has no gimmicks to it. As with all the other levels go to the right, 
fighting any enemies you encounter along the way. When you come to an area with 
metal grating behind you and holes in it a small army of Big Guys will attack  
you. Keep defeating them until you can continue to the right once again. When  
you come to a narrow walkway above the train tracks and below a building there 
is a hostage. Shoot the enemy behin them to rescue them. Continue on the narrow 
walkway. When you come to a purple van you will have to fight three Big guys. 
After them are two Huge Guys. Defeat them to beat the stage. 

3.32 Stage 2: The Suburbs 

This is another simple level where all you need to do is continue to go to the 
right. When you come to a large wall you will have to jump onto the purple  
truck next to the wall and then you will be able to jump over the wall. On the 
other side you will have to go by several booths where enemies will emerge from 
and attack you. Defeat them and continue to a wall. At the bottom of the screen 
is a gap in the wall allowing you to get to the other side. When you come to a 
purple truck on the left and some large purple boxes on the left another  
gliding enemy will attack. Along with some other ground enemies. There is also  



an enemy hiding in the hole on the right part of the ground. When you come to 
another wall punch out the bottom section of the wall to make a gap enabling 
you to jump out onto the other side. When you come to a dock you will have to 
move along it fighting waves of enemies till you reach a grey hut at the end 
where a Giant Guy will attack you. Defeat him to move onto the next stage. 

3.33 Stage 3: The Freeway 

Move to the right and you will have to fight an Armed Enemy. After beating him 
a helicopter will attack. Its to high up to be able to reach it so you will  
have to wait for it to drop grenades and pick them up and throw them right back 
at it. When it is defeated another two Armed Guys will attack. With them  
defeated continue to the right. In the next part you will have to fight two 
Purple Armed guys and then another helicopter. This time you can jump onto the 
building to attack the helicopter. With it defeated three Big Guys will attack. 
Defeat them and continue to the right. In the next screen you fight two Armed 
Guys and then another helicopter. After defeating them three Big Guys will  
attack. Defeat them and move to the right to come to an orange van. Defeat all 
the enemies that appear out of the van and onto the screen to continue on. When 
you reach a small path at the bottom of the screen there is another hostage  
here. Shoot the gunman behind them to free them. Continue to the right until  
you reach a red van. Defeat the enemies that appear from both sides of the  
screen and from within the van. Once all the enemies are defeated continue to  
the right to appear outside. You will have to fight sets of enemies and a  
helicopter every few steps now. In some of the screens there will be things you 
can jump onto to be able to jump and shoot at the helicopter. When you reach a  
set of explosives you will have to disable them while watching out for the  
attacks from a overhead helicopter. To disable the explosives wait for the  
light on it to flash pink then punch it. When you reach another red van you  
will have to fight another wave of enemies leading to a fight with a Giant Guy. 
When everyone is defeated the stage is defeated and the game is over. 

You are presented with a newspaper from the L.A. News with the headline Crime  
Rate Drops! Hero Cops Clean Up Day.  

Congradulations You have just beat Lethal Weapon for the Nintendo Entertainment 
System! 

                                 -=The End=- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. Codes 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Game Genie Codes 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

OLSSGSOO = Infinite ammo when shooting on the ground.   

AKVIXAAP = E restores energy fully. 

AEVIXAAP = E worth nothing.   

AKKSEAAP = Extra ammo restores energy fully.   

AEKSEAAP = Extra ammo worth nothing--if you run out of ammo you can't use gun  
           till next stage.   

AEUYXAAZ = No energy lost when falling off screen.  



AKUYXAAZ = Falling off screen is fatal.  

NNNISAAU = Bullet proof vest lasts longer.   

XVUKOOXK = Bullet proof vest lasts until end of stage--except when you die from 
           punches or falling off screen. 
   
XTUGTXXK = Start on Level 2. 
   
OUSSISOO +
OUXIPSOO   = Infinite ammo when shooting in the air.   

ZENISAAU or 
AONISAAL     
XZUGLXVL +
LAUGGZNP +
XTUGIZEK   = Bullet proof vest does not last as long. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. Contact
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Any tips, hints, secrets, suggestions, advice are all very much appreciated if 
you find something I don't have already here or you have a question without an 
answer already listed here then you can email me at (removed). 
Any input will be greatly appreciated. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6. Disclaimer 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Copyright (c) 2004 to merc for hire. This is the work of merc for hire 
and International Copyright law protects this FAQ/Walkthrough. You can not 
sell, change, post on a website as your own. You can post it on your website 
as long as I recive full credit for it. If you do post it on a website I want 
an e-mail from you first so I can give you the go ahead. Unless I don't tell 
you to then you are not allowed to post it on your website. I will only update 
the FAQ/Walkthroughs I have on http://www.GameFAQs.com 

This document is copyright merc for hire and hosted by VGM with permission.


